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Reply to Chen: Under specified assumptions,
adequate random samples of skewed
distributions obey Taylor’s law
Chen (1) simulated random samples of beta,
lognormal, and Poisson distributions with
varying parameters following the method
that we (2) used for fixed parameters. Chen
claimed that the relationship between the
supporting rate of Taylor’s law (TL) and
skewness is “complex and nonmonotonic,”
as some random samples of some skewed
distributions did not support TL. Chen did
not consider two crucial issues: satisfying the
assumptions of our theorem (2) and estimat-
ing the quantities in it adequately.
For a beta distribution with parameters α

and β, Chen fixed β = 0.5 and considered α
as small as 0.01. It is known analytically (3)
that values of α near zero give means and
variances close to zero. A zero mean or a zero
variance is contrary to assumptions of our
theorem (2). When mean and variance are
near zero, sample estimates of log(mean) and
log(variance) and parameter estimates of TL
become unstable. Thus, Chen’s observation
that the supporting rate of TL fell toward
zero (figure 1A in ref. 1) as α approached
zero did not contradict our theorem. By
contrast, when we fixed β = 0.5 and varied
α ∈ [0.3,0.7] to avoid mean near zero and
variance near zero in accordance with our
assumptions, random samples of beta distri-
butions yielded a high supporting rate of TL
when α < β (positively skewed) and when
α > β (negatively skewed), and a low sup-
porting rate of TL when α ≈ β (skewness

near zero) (Fig. 1A), confirming our theorem
(2). With β = 0.5, the minimal mean and
minimal variance using our α ∈ [0.3,0.7]
were 0.375 and 0.1105, respectively, roughly
19 and 9 times the minimal mean and min-
imal variance using Chen’s α ∈ [0.01,0.5].
For a lognormal distribution, it is known

analytically (3) that the skewness grows in
proportion to exp(3σ2/2) asymptotically for
large σ. Chen fixed the lognormal parameter
μ = 1 and varied σ ∈ [0.001,10]. The sample
skewness computed by Chen severely under-
estimated the true population skewness as σ
increased beyond about 2 (figure 1D in ref. 1
and Fig. 1H). Clark and Perry (4) and we (2)
observed that lognormal sample variances
underestimated lognormal population vari-
ances, with adverse effects on estimates of
TL parameters. Because the underestimation
of population variance (Fig. 1G) was more
severe than the underestimation of popula-
tion mean (Fig. 1F) when σ was large, it dis-
torted the true log(mean)–log(variance)
relationship and generated artificial nonline-
arity (Fig. 1E), leading to a low supporting
rate of TL (figure 1C in ref. 1). When we
restricted σ to [0.001,1.2], a range where es-
timates of mean (Fig. 1F), variance (Fig. 1G),
and skewness (Fig. 1 D and H) were relatively
accurate, the results confirmed our theory
(Fig. 1C). This range of σ was found in
many scientific fields (table 2 in ref. 5, where
s* = exp(σ) ∈ [1.001,3.32] if σ ∈ [0.001,1.2]).

In conclusion, Chen’s examples using beta
and lognormal distributions did not disprove
our theorem (2). Rather, they violated its as-
sumptions or estimated the quantities in it
inadequately.
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Fig. 1. (A) Supporting rate of TL against sample skewness of beta (α ∈ [0.3,0.7], β = 0.5). Supporting rate of TL increased as sample skewness deviated from zero. (B) Population
skewness and sample skewness of beta (α ∈ [0.3,0.7], β = 0.5) against α. (C ) Supporting rate of TL against sample skewness of lognormal (μ = 1, σ = [0.001,1.2]). Except when
sample skewness was close to zero, TL was not rejected in at least 60% of samples. (D) Population skewness and sample skewness of lognormal (μ = 1, σ = [0.001,1.2]) against σ.
(E ) Fraction of 10,000 quadratic regressions with significant c (P < 0.05) for each pair of parameters of lognormal (μ = 1, σ = [0.001,10]) against σ, where c was defined in ref. 1.
The fraction was >∼0.6 when σ ≥ ∼5. (F ) Population mean and sample mean of lognormal (μ = 1, σ = [0.001,10]) against σ on semilog scale. (G) Population variance and sample
variance of lognormal (μ = 1, σ = [0.001,10]) against σ on semilog scale. (H) Population skewness and sample skewness of lognormal (μ = 1, σ = [0.001,10]) against σ on semilog
scale. In F–H, the sample statistics severely underestimated the corresponding population parameters when σ was large. For each distribution and pair of parameters, 10,000
random copies of a 100 × 100 matrix were simulated. Sample mean and sample variance of lognormal distributions were calculated using all 10,000 elements in each simulated
100 × 100 matrix, then averaged over the 10,000 random copies of the matrix. Sample skewness and supporting rate of TL were computed using the method in ref. 1.
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